Church of the World
It is my belief that the people of the Earth are the priests of the Earth and that they should
minister to each other with love and the common understanding of the accord and respect that
every member of humankind should give and receive in the church of the world.
I believe that the people of this planet will someday come to understand the true meaning of
love and respect and of the right of each being on this planet to exist in peace without
deprivation, fear of hunger or violence of any kind.
The day will come, when humanity recognizes the nationhood of mankind.
The manifesto of the United Nations of humanity will be drafted and all people will be
recognized as equal.
A new world order will emerge with love as its theme – its symbol will be the dove.
There have been many who have had these dreams before me but the reality is closer now.
Out of chaos will come order.
Old ideologies will be left far behind as humanity learns in whatever way it will, as learn it
must, that there is enough to be shared by all.
Old values must be replaced by new and better ones. We can observe even now the new
generation of children have different values to their forefathers. They feel their future to be
uncertain, they stumble and reach out as if in the darkness, the darkness of gross materiality
which would reject the young and their needs, the race of tomorrow.
But there are many who will not be lost and they will forge new links, they will set new
values, think new thoughts and learn to blend the best of yesterday with their new tomorrows.
If not, they understand that there will be no tomorrow and so the children of the Earth will
save the elders of this planet from their own iniquity.
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